We mainly describe the influence factors of captured power by huge wave energy harvesters, which the vertical motion of buoy can transform ocean's potential energy into piezoelectric energy power by waves. By means of semi-analytical solutions and theoretical analysis, related environmental coefficients are analyzed firstly and find the most appropriate wave frequency and geometric structure as reference. Secondly, the numerical results also discuss the impact trend of hydrodynamic parameters and geometric volume on motion, voltage and power with qualitative agreement. The simulation data confirm that structure parameters of the modified model could markedly deliver sufficient power to ocean high electrical equipment with long-time stability.
Introduction
As the increasing of resource consumption per capita and ocean possessing the richest natural resources on earth, we begin to explore ocean resources as a promising long research. The wave has quite high kinetic energy and potential energy, which theoretical average power of wave energy can obtain piezoelectric cantilever and illustrate general trends associated with changing parameters of the structure and materials. Steven R Anton et al. [3] put forwad a new piezoelectric materials called PZT that feasible PZT provides further development of realizing completely self-powered devices.
In addition, A Erturk et al. [4] perform an experiment of basic harmonic excitation at an arbitrary excitation frequency (translation in the transverse direction with small rotation) for steady state voltage. Samuel C. Stanton et al. [5] , H. L. Dai et al. [6] , N.V. Viet et al. [7] also improve the capacity of Euler-Bernoulli piezoelectric cantilever beam from geometric construction and structure coefficient from experiment and simulation. H. Abdelmoula et al. [8] gives guidelines for designing efficient galloping energy harvesters and characterizes the types of interactions among coupled frequencies of mechanical and electrical types.
Due to the oversize harvester, hydrodynamic calculation needs to be fully analyzed for its stable and efficient of generating capacity. S.Malenica et al. [9] propose a vertical cylinder submitted to regular waves and moderate current in water of finite depth where calculation of mean drift forces, near-field, wave drift damping coefficients, and far-field methods are used and compared with numerical results provided by Grue personal communication. S.A.Mavrakos et al. [10] present linearize exciting wave forces and hydrodynamic parameters of vertical cylinders that are exposed to action of regular surface waves in finite depth water. The previous papers mainly discuss the linear problem and infinite depth in the theoretical analysis and simulation. F. Flocard et al. [11] present from an experimental study on bottom-pivoted pitching point energy absorbers in intermediate water depth from regular and irregular waves, it shows that some parameters can be adjusted in response to captured power in various waves. Robert Valentine Chaplin et al. [12] present another new experimental study of converter where provided the multi-scale test results confirm Seaweaver's strong economic promise a 1/3 version of the design should be built and trialled at sea. Besides, Wanchao Zhang et al. [13] adopt semi-analytical method of decomposing complex axisymmetric boundary into several ring-shaped and stepped surfaces based on the boundary discretization method.
From then on, many researchers have made great contributions to piezoelectric cantilevers beam, which starts with the ideal structure of the harvester to realizable piezoelectric cantilever beam with low voltage. However, the previous experience of piezoelectric cantilever beams only applies to pocket size model that lower output, short endurance, use disposable and little higher energy power under some certain working conditions(such as: expensive materials, high waves, high frequency vibration, and so on). On another hand, piezoelectric cantilever beam is a forward-looking point for its sustainable development, but there are not a majority acknowledged framework and a cost-effective model. Besides, on boundary condition analysis, the environmental factors are not taken into account be fully proved. Furthermore, present structures of piezoelectric cantilever beam are seldom improved to enhance its efficiency of power generation and explicitly analyze the influence curve by buoy's structure and lumped parameters (such as: geometry of buoys, volume of buoy, shape of piezoelectric beam)
In this paper, we will start by applying a spring-mass-damper system to simulate heaving motion of oversize wave energy harvester, which simplify model structure also can ensure the accuracy and rationality of numerical results based on control equation and semi-analytic method. In addition, simulation results can also show added mass, added damping, wave force in a complete logic algorithm chain in which the influence of ocean parameters are discussed and optimum values of environmental parameter are selected as reference. Finally, numerical results graphs can comprehensively show the influence of structural parameters and lumped coefficients on piezoelectric energy power. Furthermore, energy power capacity of piezoelectric cantilever beam has been obtained a dramatic improvement because that captured power is large than other wave harvester under same structural parameters which means can transport higher power to exploration equipment for stabilizing the voltage day and night. Besides, this huge piezoelectric cantilever beam can be repaired after repetitious employment.
Materials and Methods
In this paper, the study object is optimized structural parameters for enhancing captured energy power conversion by the piezoelectric cantilever beam on the ocean platform, which the oversize device is displayed in Figure. 1 (right) . The PZT-5 is used as a piezoelectric medium that is attached to the upper and lower beam surface with equal density and the same volume. At the end of the cantilever beam is a float that can create motion excited by the heaving motion of waves. The Figure   1 shows a conical buoy and it can arbitrary shaped and vertical axisymmetric. Buoys inspired by waves can bend the cantilever beam, resulting in various electric potential difference of parallel piezoelectric layer.
Meanwhile, the outline of the cantilever beam is a trapezoid because that can convert more efficient power than others as same conditions. In order to simplify the calculation process and ensure the effectiveness of results, trapezoidal beam is adjusted into finite equivalent rectangles.
Besides, the cantilever beam is assumed that it only has contact with heaving buoy and no external factors attached to buoy. Hence, the motion of harvester under low frequencies can be simplified as lumped-parameter model with a linear spring-mass-damper system and a simple circuit depicted in 
Boundary condition
According to the linear wave theory in frequency domain analysis, the spatial velocity potential Φ can be decomposed as undisturbed incident wave velocity potential 0 Φ , scattered potential 7 Φ for fixed buoy and radiation potential 3 Φ induced by the buoy heave motion oscillation in otherwise calm water. Then we have, where, 3 A is the displacement amplitude in heave of buoy. In Eq.(11), 0 Φ , representing the velocity of undisturbed incident wave of amplitude A and frequency ω , which propagates along the positive x-axis direction, can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as:
where , According to the potential flow theory, the diffracted and radiated velocity potentials should satisfy, Laplace's equation:
Free surface condition:
Seabed condition:
Hull boundary condition：
(on the wetted surface of buoy)
Radiation condition:
where i is the imaginary unit and the symbol ( ) n ∂ ⋅ indicates the derivative in the normal vector pointing always outwards the wetted surface of the buoy.
In the same way of incoming wave, diffraction velocity potential Φ7 can be expressed as ( )
The fluid flow caused by the force oscillation for the bodies in otherwise still water is symmetric about both θ=0°-and π/2-panels for heave. Thus the radiation velocity potential
Velocity potentials in each sub-domain
To develop the velocity potentials of diffraction and radiation, the fluid domain due to the floating vertical axisymmetric buoy is divided into 1 P + sub-domains which named as E, 1 p P I ...I ...I shown in Figure 1 .
In the sub-domain E, the velocity potentials of diffraction can be expressed in the form of Fourier . Similar, the velocity potentials of radiation can be expressed
In the sub-domai 1 I , the velocity potentials of diffraction can be expressed
Preprints ( Similar, the velocity potentials of radiation can be expressed
In the sub-domain I (
, the velocity potentials of diffraction can be expressed
7, ,0 0 7, , ,
in which
The , n p λ can be defined as , 
In the eigenfunction expansions for the velocity potentials ϕ , the sets of unknown Fourier coefficients α are to be determined by taking advantage of orthogonality, in so-called Garrett's method, according to matching of the potentials and its normal derivative on the juncture boundaries (matching surface) shared by subdomains.
Matching equations
On the matching surface between sub-domain I p and sub-domain +1 I p in which ( On the matching surface between sub-domain I P and sub-domain E , the flowing series of functions are expressed as , , By solving the above linear equations, the Fourier coefficients can be confirmed.
Excitation force and hydrodynamic coefficients
Considering the heave motion model applied in the wave energy conversion, the wave forcing and radiation damping coefficients in heaven need to be obtained. Thus, by definingR0=0, the non-dimensional excitation force in heaven can be calculated and defined by
The hydrodynamic coefficients containing the added mass μ and the damping coefficients λ can be calculated and defined by 
Governing equations
According to Newton's law, the dynamical equation of the heaving buoy in time domain can be written as
where m is the equivalent mass of the lumped-parameter model. excitation force, wave radiation force, restoring force and force due to the oscillation of the linear spring-mass-damper system. The excitation force will be detailedly discussed in section.3.
The wave radiation force can be written as
where μ is the added mass and λ is the damping coefficients, which are functions of the potential flow frequency and will be determined by potential flow theory calculated in section.3.
The restoring force can be written as 
where c , k andη are the equivalent damping coefficient, the equivalent spring coefficient, and the electromechanical coupling of the piezoelectric cantilever beam, respectively. υ is the voltage across the load resistance.
Then, Eq. (1) can be obtained as
According to Kirchhoff's law, the electrical equation of the system in time domain can be written
Where l R is the resistance, According to series piezoelectric layer, electromechanical coupling of harvesting can be written as:
where 31 e is piezoelectric constant, pc h is distance between the center of the piezoelectric layer and the neutral axis.
According to the normalized quality eigenfunction of vibration cantilever beam, it can be obtained as:
A is corresponding amplitude constant. λ is dimensionless frequency of the model (eigenvalue) and
Electromechanical coupling of harvesting can be written as:
where 33 ε is permittivity of constant force.
Average power
In the frequency domain analysis, in one period, the average power due to piezoelectric effect can be written as 
Numerical results and discussion
Firstly, environmental parameters be comprehensively considered because that it is an important boundary reference in the calculation of converted ocean energy into piezoelectric energy power, which oversize harvester could capture much more energy as coupled with ocean parameters. First of all, the selected incident wave average frequency range from 4.0 rad/s to 6.0 rad/s in this paper. Finally we derive related formula and obtain corresponding data as showed in Table 1 . . However, the hemispherical motion is slowly than that of in the changing volume compared to the cylinder and its maximum value is 0.86 m which is greater than other two basic models. From above graphs, we can conclude a similar pattern of voltage and piezoelectric energy with motion, which its maximum index is 5.8 kV and 35.0 W by hemisphere, respectively. There are two reasons for the larger V generating more powers. One is that its hydrostatic recovery stress of largeV is bigger than smaller ones. The second point is that its resonance volume is different from basic structure with
As the result, we should choose a hemisphere with
when the stress analysis of a cantilever beam is within a reasonable range.
3.2The influence of spring stiffness k
Spring stiffness is a structural parameter and plays a significant role as showed in the work principle diagram (Figure 1 ), which connects with harvester in simplified models. The subsection will discuss the effects of k on captured indicators in hydrodynamic analysis and calculation from By looking at the above three graphs in Figure 4 , in which reasonably illustrate the influence of growing k on captured motion, voltage and power. Here we can obviously discover the value of motion decline with the increasing k under . For instance, value of conical captured motion drops from 0.46 m to 0.11m in a concave curve while the motions of cylinder and hemispherical are similar than cone under same conditions. As mentioned before, the converted voltage and power highly depend on the motion of harvester, therefore, it can find the graphs of voltage and power also show downward trend for given an increasing k in the upper graphs, which the conical produced voltage and power decline from 3.1 Kv to 0.8 Kv, 9.2 W to 0.9 W, respectively. The premier reason is that the greater the stiffness of spring, the worse the deformation ability, which leads to less the motion of harvester in the same ω. In brief, small spring stiffness cannot guarantee the security of model connection when wave frequency is high, the larger spring stiffness can obtain the stability of the conversation but the piezoelectric power will obviously decrease, hence, basing on the previous calculation formula can conclude that 14576 N/ m k = is the optimal value.
The influence of damping coefficients c
Based on above work diagram find the damping coefficient is another significant parameters on the device, which wave contact with harvester that will exert wave damping on the surface of buoy.
The following will discuss the influence of damping coefficient on oversize modified piezoelectric cantilever beam under , hence, basing on the parameters and geometric parameters of piezoelectric cantilever beam, reasonable small value of c need accurately to be calculated.
Conclusions and expectation
In this paper, we will mainly provide a power supply device for spontaneous electricity at sea, which is an oversize piezoelectric cantilever beam by wave loading on its surface without restrictions. First, the boundary equilibrium equation is connected to model to verify the accuracy and facility of numerical values. Furthermore, the optimal frequency is selected by a semi-analytical method in the same ideal conditions and modified model is carried out to enhance energy conversion of from ocean waves among the common basic model by selecting the frequency.
Besides, the influence of structural coefficient and lumped parameters on power generation capacity of piezoelectric cantilever beam is described in detail as numerical analysis.
As the results, hemisphere buoy shows an excellent performance than others, which could generates 33.8 W with a series of certain parameters, respectively. Meanwhile, the enlarged buoy also show an explicit enhance on piezoelectric energy power at the same conditions. And the lumped parameters show a great role in the efficiency of piezoelectric energy power output as well.
